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Strong History of Republican Leadership on Rare 
Disease and Medical Innovation Issues More Broadly

► Children’s Health Act of 200 (Rep. Mike Bilirakis)

► Rare Diseases Act of 2002 (Rep. John Shimkus)

► Doubling of the NIH Budget 

► Muscular Dystrophy CARE Act (Rep. Roger Wicker)

► Combating Autism Act (Sen. Rick Santorum)

► PREEMIE & National Pediatric Research Network Act (Sen. Alexander, Sen. 

Wicker, Rep. Cantor, Rep. McMorris Rodgers)

► Kids First Research Act (Rep. Harper, Rep. Cantor)

► FDASIA

► Breakthrough Therapies (Burr, Hatch)

► Creating Hope Act (McCaul)

► FAST (Stearns)

► EXPERRT (Marino, Stearns)



What will the Landscape Look like Come Nov. 5th?

Caveats

► I have no crystal ball.

►More than 8 months is a looooonnnngggg time in politics.

But

► It’s much better to be a Republican today than it was 3 months ago.

►The map is expanding, which helps Republicans this cycle.

However

►Primary challenges and potential for candidate missteps continue to 

haunt the GOP.



A Quick Look at the Senate

► Most agree about 10 states will be key to deciding control of the chamber.

► South Dakota and West Virginia looking like good bets for flips from 

Democrat to Republican; Montana potentially little rosier for Democrats given 

that Walsh will have incumbency.

► Alaska (Sen. Begich), Arkansas (Sen. Pryor), Louisiana (Sen. Landrieu) seen 

as toughest seats for Democrats to hold.

► Michigan (Land), Virginia (Gillespie) and maybe Iowa emerging as potential 

Republican opportunities not envisioned a few months back, but steep climbs 

ahead. Will other states – like Colorado and New Hampshire – be added?

► Kentucky and Georgia potential rough patches for Republicans.



Regardless of Election Outcome, Lots of Changes 
Atop Key Committees of Interest to Stakeholders

Senate

► HELP Democrat

► Labor, HHS Democrat

► Finance Democrat (Sen. Wyden has already assumed position)

► Budget Democrat

► Commerce Democrat

House

► Ways & Means Republican

► Energy & Commerce Democrat

► Labor, HHS Republican

► Budget Republican



What Lies Ahead in 2015

► Most likely divided Government (Executive/Congress); increasing 

likelihood that Republicans control both chambers of Congress, though 

any Senate majority would be slim.

► A very lame duck in the final two years of the Administration that will be 

focused on fixing problems and seeking to cement a legacy. Administration 

likely to continue using executive orders, rulemaking process and other 

tools to achieve what can’t be done legislatively.

► Likely a limited legislative agenda in Congress driven by needs as 

attention and energy will soon shift to the 2016 Presidential race, but 

budget issue will still loom large.

► Legislation will be enacted, priorities will be funded, so advocates need to 

remain focused and engaged.



What Can You Do?

► Continue rich tradition of bipartisanship and cultivation of champions and supporters 

from both sides.

► Diversify the agenda beyond requests that cost money. For example, MODDERN

Cures, R&D tax credit and other proposals aimed at eliminating barriers and 

incentivizing therapy development are often more appealing to Republicans.

► Focus on more than legislation. Oversight of existing laws to ensure they are 

working optimally is another area often embraced by Republicans. For example, are 

the PFDD provisions in FDASIA operating as we hoped and as Congress intended? 

Are deadlines being hit or missed?

► Forge alliances and partnerships. The NPRNA is a good example of an idea that 

moved because it was embraced by a collaboration involving rare disease 

advocates and pediatric research institutions. 
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